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"Vanguard Electro Bass Essentials" for the Vanguard VST Synth delivers an addictive selection of the

most up to date electro bass samples heard in the clubs today. The Vanguard synth from ReFX needs no

introduction, undoubtedly responsible for at least 80 of the most high-profile electro producers basslines

heard in the clubs today, and has won the respect of many a producer, defining an era with its sharp,

cutting and relentlessly dirty sound. Prime Loops are extremely proud to present this official Vanguard

release with the hottest bass sounds of the moment fresh from the studio to the dance floor. Inside you

will find a disgustingly sexy selection of the top 70 most sought-after bass sounds - ready to put the

definitive electro sound into your mix. "Vanguard Electro Bass Essentials" includes big, bad, spine-tingling

synth bass leads, skilfully handcrafted and optimised into this powerful DJ-ready collection for the creative

produce. From the dirtiest electroholic wobbly subs to jackin' tech leads, venomous nu-house licks to

twisted filthy chemical leads these sounds will cut through your mix like jack the ripper and effortlessly

take your sound to the next stage.
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